FAR MOUNTAIN
From vineyards located in remote mountain areas of Sonoma, Far Mountain produces wines as dazzling and expressive as its sites.

Fission Cabernet Sauvignon 2019
Sonoma, California
ESTATE

Far Mountain is based on the belief that some of the greatest potential for wine in California - and anywhere
in the world - exists in remote pockets in the mountains of the Sonoma Valley. The growers they work with
have taken decades of risks in both planting their vineyards and the farming choices they make today. The
winery’s work is to channel the drama of these surroundings into wines that dazzle with energy and stand out
immediately. Wines that bring a sheer pleasure in their flavors and textures, as well as unfold slowly, with never
ending detail and fascination. It is a specific vision, literally chiselled by the landscape.

WINE

Fission is a pure mountain wine, with a dark depth of fruit chiseled by the cool elevation of its vineyard site. A
wine of texture, with the intensity and sappy concentration we associate with old vines, it builds into powerful
tannins that remain refined, almost cloaked by the seductiveness of the fruit and the gently building structure.
The name Fission was ultimately chosen to reference the textural and mineral characteristics that the unique
volcanic soil brings to this wine.

VINEYARD

Alta Vista: This vineyard lies north of the town of Sonoma in the Moon Mountain AVA. The vines are over 50
years old, penetrating deep (20-40 feet) into volcanic soils with basalt and decomposed, fractured granite.
Extensive differences in elevation and exposures of this southfacing ampitheater bring spectacular complexity
to the wines. Farming: Unbelievably for the region, dry-farmed since it was planted in 1971. Planted on St.
George rootstock, and farming is certified organic.

WINEMAKING

Variety: 100% Cabernet Sauvignon, destemmed trying to keep whole berries, with very gentle pressing
Fermentation: Open top with minimal punchdowns and pumpovers, native yeasts carry out fermentation;
never racked until blending before bottling.
Aging: 12 months, 27% new oak, remainder 1, 2 and 3-year-old barrels
Alcohol: 14.5%

VINTAGE

2019 was a spectacular vintage — an amplified version of the 2018 growing season in terms of slow, steady
growing conditions, perfect balance in the vines, slow ripening, great concentration and bright acidity. The
beauty of these old vines is that because they are so well established, the vines become fully ripe with less
accumulation of sugar.
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“ From the Alta Vista Vineyard, this impressive red is earthy in cedar, pencil shaving and dried herb.
A violet note highlights the elegant palate, which is restrained in oak and integrated in tannin. The
fruit is savory in character, with lasting focus on the finish.” - VB., 12/2021
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